CLEANSE MENU
Take a ‘time-out’ and allow your body to rest
and rejuvenate with our Cleanse Menu
at The Real Coconut.
Our cleanse menu includes:
• 1 x cold pressed juice
• 1 x smoothie
• 1 x wellness drink
• 3 x wellness shots
• 1 x herbal tea
• 1 x salad
• 2 x healing chicken bone broth or 2 x vegan broth/soup
The drinks and dishes on our cleanse program are designed to give your
digestive a system a break and allow your body to move into a ‘cleanse and
heal’ mode. The organic chicken bone broth is extremely nourishing to the
digestive system but if you are vegetarian or vegan then we can also offer a
gazpacho soup which is made using a potassium vegetable broth so is full of
nutrients and is nicely alkalising.

Each cleanse package is $115 USD* per day (per person).
There is an additional 15% service charge in the restaurant at
$17.25 USD per day.
*This is for food and drink items only, so accommodation, yoga and wellness
treatments are at an extra cost. However, all Wellness Center treatments
can be booked with a 15% discount for all guests following the cleanse menu
on the same day as your cleanse program.
Please note: If you see something on our
menu and your body desires it … that’s OK
too. The Real Coconut restaurant food and
drink menu is already designed to promote
well being and good digestive health, so even
if you came to stay and just ate from the
normal menu, you would be allowing your
body to rest and regenerate.
www.sanaratulum.com

Created by Daniella Hunter, the co-visionary behind
Sanará, The Real Coconut is the hotel’s quintessentially
cool beach-front eatery.
Inspired by the versatile sustenance of the fruit from which
it takes its name, The Real Coconut’s rule of eating is a
regimen for sustainable living, both personally and for the
planet. In a ‘coconut shell,’ its philosophy is plant-based
food with options to include sustainably sourced
animal proteins.
Prepared from the freshest locally grown produce,
Daniella integrates key elements of paleo and vegan diet
practices, ultimately creating a gluten-, refined sugar-, dairyand almost entirely grain-free menu that is life and body
changing but without compromising taste.

The breakfast menu features an array of energy-boosting
plates that help guests optimise their performance
throughout the day. Gluten free bread is baked fresh daily,
and offered with signature coconut cheese spread, whilst
chocolate chia pudding, probiotic coconut yogurt and
plantain-based macho pancakes are all similarly made
from scratch.
Dishes on the lunch and dinner menus combine locally
harvested plant-based produce with sustainable and
consciously sourced protein options such as local fish,
grass fed beef, organic chicken and eggs. Daniella herself
has devised a number of unique signature creations,
including the gluten and dairy-free Real Coconut
Quesadillas.

